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Care to Dare to Unleash Astonishing
Employee Potential
and frees their minds to explore and innovate
so they are more energized and engaged.
Indeed, evidence suggests that employee
engagement is directly linked to how their line
managers treat them rather than to the
organization’s overall HR strategy. Yet,
according to the Gallop Engagement Index
(Gallop, 2008), only a small percentage of
employees are fully engaged in their jobs. For
example, only 12% of French and German
employees are actively engaged. There is
clearly room for improvement.
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Caring is essential to unleash the latent
potential of your neutral or disengaged
employees.

Can you afford not to care?
We often hear that there is no place for caring
in today’s organizations. But that attitude
could undermine the success of your
company, or your career as a leader.

At an IMD Discovery
Event in September
2012, more than 170
leaders met at IMD for
the “Care to Dare”
Discovery Event during
which Professor George
Kohlrieser explained
why caring and daring is
so crucial in engaging
employees and
unleashing their
potential. He shared his
latest research and
emphasized his
conclusions using
participants’ real-life
examples.
Discovery Events are exclusively
available to members of IMD's
Corporate Learning Network. To find
out more, go to www.imd.org/cln.

Most people leave their jobs because of their
relationship with their direct boss. Leaders
who do not care or feel compassion for their
staff cannot understand why or what losses
their employees are grieving. A lack of caring
and compassion from their boss ultimately
kills their energy, creativity and engagement
since they feel insecure and anxious.
Anxiety prevents people from growing and
learning because they are too concerned with
seeking safety and security, and possibly
looking for another job. Meanwhile the
company is not harnessing the full potential of
those members of staff. Caring about
employees is even more important in our fastmoving and changing world, particularly as
the so-called Y-generation expect to have
more control over their lives.
Leaders are responsible for creating a safe
and caring environment that fosters an
innovative and creative environment in which
employees can flourish. This is secure base
leadership (SBL). SBL develops trust and
bonding, which helps employees feel secure

The foundations of secure base
leadership
According to Kohlrieser, “a secure base is a
person, place, goal or object that provides a
sense of protection, gives a sense of comfort,
and offers a source of energy and inspiration
to explore, take risks and seek change.”
Examples include family members, teachers,
bosses, political figures, a country, the beach,
mountains, a park, the birth of a child,
receiving a promotion, running a marathon,
and much more. A secure base is what helps
you move forward and keeps you focused.
Effective leaders inspire by harnessing their
employees’ energy and mobilizing it to reach
a common vision. Secure base leaders do this
by: providing the secure base sense of
protection, safety and caring; building trust to
develop the potential of their people; and
becoming a source of inspiration. When
employees feel protected, safe and cared for,
they have more energy for exploration and
they are more likely to be inspired, take risks
and seek challenges. Kohlrieser’s research
found that secure base leaders:
1. Remain calm, composed and grounded;
2. Accept and value the individual;
3. See

the

potential

in

the

individual;
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4. Use listening, dialogue and inquiry;
5. Create bull’s eye transactions by
using targeted words and gestures;
6. Direct the Mind’s Eye and focus
toward the positive;
Most people leave their
jobs because of their direct
boss. A lack of caring and
compassion ultimately kills
their energy, creativity and
engagement since they
feel insecure and anxious.
Anxiety prevents people
from growing and learning
because they are too
concerned with seeking
safety and security.

One of the nine
characteristics of secure
base leadership is to focus
the mind’s eye on the
positive. It is about a
“playing to win” mindset.

7. Encourage
risk
opportunities and
stretch;

and
provide
challenges to

8. Inspire through intrinsic motivation;
9. Are believed to
anywhere, anytime.

be

accessible

Participants cited respect, patience,
honesty and giving tough feedback as
characteristics they particularly liked about
their most effective leaders. This
contrasted starkly with behaviors such as
manipulation, lies, ignoring employees,
blaming and not being available, which
many participants said they had endured
from their least effective bosses.
Perhaps most surprisingly, the research
revealed that people were a lot more
motivated by intrinsic values such as
learning, challenges, individual growth and
contributing something. Extrinsic values
such as bonuses or promotions inspired
them much less.
Of course, caring does not mean “liking
everyone,” 24/7 availability or not setting
boundaries. Rather, it is about knowing
when to say no and delivering painful news
in a supportive manner. It need not take a
lot of time: Leaders can show they care by
using 30-second coaching moments;
ensuring employees know that their
concerns will be heard; or by making
simple promises, such as responding within

two days to any concerns sent by e-mail,
and then delivering on those promises.

Focusing on the positive:
Playing to win
The human brain is wired to watch for
danger. However, constantly focusing on
potential threats produces a negative
state that can cause severe, potentially
life-threatening stress. One of the nine
characteristics of SBL is to focus the
mind’s eye on the positive. SBL is about
a “playing to win” mindset, which involves
timely risk-taking in order to achieve.
Think of this as a two-by-two matrix (see
Figure 1). The amount of caring and
daring you demonstrate places you in
different quadrants of the matrix. The
playing to win mindset involves taking
appropriate risks to accomplish the
desired goals, which requires courage
and demonstrating a high level of caring
and daring.

Nelson Mandela: The power
of a positive mindset
During his 27-year imprisonment,
Mandela transformed himself from a
hothead who advocated violence to
change South African society to a
respected
statesman
who
recommended
reconciliation
and
forgiveness. He drew inspiration from
William
Ernest
Henley’s
poem
“Invictus,”* which completely changed
his mindset and became one of his
secure bases.
• http://www.poemhunter.com/poem/invictus/

Secure base leaders balance caring for
their subordinates with encouraging them
to dare. Employees are then more likely
to release their innovative talent,
because when the brain feels safe, it
naturally seeks expansion through
curiosity, exploration, learning and
change.

Figure 1: The Caring and Daring matrix

People often wait until they have nothing
to lose before daring to take a risk. But
organizations need employees to take
risks and unleash their potential when
they are at the top of their game. They
need people who are engaged and who
play to win to ensure maximum
performance.
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Paul Potts: Nothing to lose
Paul Potts was a mobile phone salesman from Wales. He sang opera as a hobby, but he dreamed of earning his living
as an opera singer. Feeling he had nothing to lose, he took part in the TV competition show Britain’s Got Talent in
March 2007. His performance wowed both the audience and judges. Paul went on to win the competition that year. He
has since recorded several albums and he tours the world singing at concerts. If Paul had not taken the risk of
appearing on the show, his talent would have remained a well-kept secret. But had he failed, he still had his day-job. So
he had nothing to lose.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=1k08yxu57NA

Rewiring your brain for high
performance leadership
Our brain is made up of billions of neurons
with an overall capacity of up to a trillion
neuron connections. Bonding, active
curiosity, challenging learning, physical
exercise and new experiences (both
pleasant and painful) are just some of the
ways we can develop new neurons and
connections and avoid burning out.
Researchers have found that our
experiences can even override genetic
predisposition. Changing habits requires
willpower but a little can go a long way.
The mindset is powerful and the brain
hardwires anything it can.
Having decided what you want to change,
you can create a positive state to make
that change happen, then send the right
signal to the brain and focus on the
outcome. Tap into your secure base for
help. Perhaps also consider replacing an
old habit with a new one as this is easier
than just stopping and you are more likely
to be successful. However, just like
muscles, willpower needs both exercise
and rest, so while it is good to exercise
willpower to rewire our brains and change
our habits, we should also give our
willpower a rest to avoid depleting it.

Implementing strategies to help
you and your team play to win

Thus, Playing not to Lose motivates 80%
of the population. However, people do not
naturally resist change; they resist the fear
of pain and of the unknown. They resist
“being changed.” If you take the time to
help them understand the need to change
and its potential benefits, most people
accept it and that every change creates
something positive. Focusing the mind’s
eye on the positive helps us take
advantage of change.
Why? Because forming bonds inevitably
entails a future loss as most bonds do not
last forever. Bonding follows a cycle:
People form attachments because it is
comforting; mutual interest leads to
bonding; the bond eventually weakens,
leading to loss; finally the loss is grieved.
Some people do not bond at all to avoid
the future grief caused by loss. However,
grieving losses allows us to move on and
form new attachments and bonds. Today’s
organizations give rise to plenty of losses
due to job changes, redundancies,
restructuring, promotions, office space
reallocations or even negative feedback.
Unrealized expectations can also create a
sense of loss. Secure base leaders
promote bonds, but they also respect the
power of loss and allow room for
employees to grieve.

Research reveals that
people are a lot more
motivated by intrinsic
values such as learning,
challenges, individual
growth and contributing
something. Extrinsic values
such as bonuses or
promotions inspired them
much less.

People do not naturally
resist change, they resist
the fear of pain and of the
unknown - they resist
“being changed.”
Secure base leaders
promote bonds, but they
also respect the power of
loss and allow room for
employees to grieve.

Figure 2: The grieving process

Bonding
People want to feel they belong. Bonding
is a critical part of forming relationships.
Emotionally connecting and creating
synergy generates even more energy.
Research shows that most people are
irrational and base their decisions on
emotions. Organizations take advantage
of this by building emotional bonds to
promote their brands. People also fear
loss — loss is a much more powerful
motivator than potential benefits.
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Derek Redmond: The power of bonding
Derek Redmond was favored to win the men’s 400 meter semi-final race
during the 1992 Olympics, but 250 meters from the finish line, he tore a
hamstring and could no longer run. Determined to finish nonetheless, he
got up and hobbled toward the finish line, his face twisted from the pain.
About 100 meters from the line he felt a hand on his shoulder,
“You don’t have to finish this,” his father said.
“Yes, I do,” Derek replied.
And his father answered “Then we will finish it together.”
Nobody remembers who won the race but everyone remembers
Redmond and his father. Leaders can learn from this incredible
emotional bond: Those who bond with their employees and show they
care will forge new trails.

Putting the fish on the table: Dealing
with conflict

Most people avoid conflict
at all cost and hope that it
will just go away. However,
“leaving the fish under the
table to fester,” is more
likely to worsen matters.
The best way to get rid of
the “bad smell” is to “put
the fish on the table,” a
metaphor that means
openly and honestly
raising and discussing the
issues that create
problems.

Conflict – or differences between two or
more people or groups characterized by
tension, emotionality, disagreement and
polarization – begins with broken
bonding. Most people avoid conflict at all
cost and hope that it will just go away.
However, “leaving the fish under the
table to fester,” is more likely to worsen
matters. The best way to get rid of the
“bad smell” is to “put the fish on the
table,” a metaphor that means openly
and honestly raising and discussing the
issues that create problems in the
organization, or anywhere else for that
matter. To “clean the fish” you need to
define what you want and how to get
there, focusing not so much on the bad
fish but on a common goal. You then
need to engage in real dialogue.
Dialogue: Seeking a “greater truth”

Behind each highperforming team there is
generally a caring climate
and a good leader helping
employees to see what is
possible and encouraging
them to get there whilst
showing concern for their
wellbeing and developing
bonds.
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William Isaacs describes dialogue as
“seeking a greater truth by thinking
together.” Although some people can talk
others to sleep, real dialogue is often
lacking in organizations. Indeed, there
are many blocks to dialogue, such as
passivity, discounting, not answering
questions or changing the subject, or
giving too many details. Secondary
blocks include being over rational or
emotional, over generalizing, abstraction,
lack of directness or lack of honesty.
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A lack of or poor dialogue, is likely to lead
to conflict. To find a greater truth, you
need to not only ask the right questions
and have the courage to dig deeper to
understand the heart of the matter by
asking open-ended questions, but also
define the topic rather than assuming it,
focus on what the other person is saying
(or trying to say), show caring, and
visualize conversations as if you were
tossing a ball back and forth to keep the
dialogue going. It is worth practicing
using constructive dialogue as a tool to
seek mutual gain, and by cleaning up
dialogue you can drastically cut the time
spent in meetings.

Conclusion
Although some stress is inevitable in
high-performing teams, there is also
generally a caring climate and a good
leader behind them creating a happy
medium by helping employees to see
what is possible and encouraging them to
get there whilst showing concern for their
wellbeing
and
developing
bonds.
Organizations want employees come to
work because they are engaged, not just
because they have to, and employee
engagement comes from the direct boss.

The eight pillars of high
performance leadership
1. Leading from the mind’s eye: The
power of focus
2. The importance of the bonding
cycle:
Motivation,
inspiration,
resilience
3. Leader as a secure base: Creating
trust to drive change
4. The power of language: Influence
and persuading
5. Conflict
resolution:
differences

Resolving

6. Power of dialogue: Building bridges
with common understandings
7. High impact negotiation: The art of
concession making
8. Managing emotions: Creating high
energy
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